
SUSTAINING VS STRATEGIC INNOVATION

DEFINITION AND COMPARISON



The Crux of the Problem

• Most companies have a system for sustaining innovation…

often called new product development or NPD.

• The sustaining innovation system is necessary for short-term

survival… if one wants to win, one must first survive.

• Sustaining innovation is characterized by low uncertainty

and low risk and is therefore preferred by executives under

great pressure for predicable short-term performance.

• While necessary for short-term survival, sustaining innovation

is easily replicated by competitors and therefore unable to

create sustainable growth or defend against disruption.

• Unfortunately, the system suitable for sustaining innovation

is not suitable for strategic innovation.
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The Solution is to Form a Dual System for Sustaining and Strategic Innovation



The Solution is Two Complementary and Integrated Systems
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Sustaining Innovation
Incremental and close to the core. Necessary

to stay competitive in the short term but easily

replicated by competitors.

Strategic Innovation
Stretches the company’s boundaries and has

the potential to create entirely new businesses.

Necessary to stay competitive in the long term.

The Uncertainty Horizon denotes that uncertainty is

constant along this arc and increases as opportunities

move further from the origin (as the degree of newness

to the company and to the world increases).

The chart on the right represents a canvas on which specific innovative opportunities can be plotted. 

As “newness” to the company and world increases, opportunities move from sustaining to strategic.



Strategic Innovation has Very Unique Requirements
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d 1. View of 5 to 20-year future trends & scenarios

2. Explicit exploration of business model innovation

3. New internal capabilities

4. More collaboration with external entities

5. Key insights not limited to ‘voice of the customer’

6. Test & learn approach to development and launch

7. New decision-making methodologies

8. New metrics for decision-making and for success

9. Cultural contrast with operating units

Unique Requirements of Strategic Innovation



Y-Axis: Newness to the World

How much will the world or industry be changed by
pursuing the opportunity of interest? How unique
are this opportunity’s technology and design
effects? What new experiences does it create? Etc.

• Technology and Design

– How new and transformative are the technologies and

designs for end users?

• User Experience

– What new types of user experiences are introduced that

require behavior change?

• Market

– Are new markets or segments being created?

• Value Network

– How much do value chain and influencer relationships need

to change to enable the opportunity?

• Value Capture

– What new means of deriving and distributing value are

being introduced?

Positioning Opportunities on the Canvas

X-Axis: Newness to the Company

How much will we need to change the company to
pursue the opportunity of interest? How different is this
opportunity from what we have done before? How
well does it fit our current business and business model?

• Technology and Design

– How compatible is the offering with current technological and

design capability?

• Production and Supply Chain

– What means of sourcing and producing the offering are being

pursued for the first time?

• Market

– What markets, segments and customers are being targeted for

the first time?

• Channel

– What means of getting the offering to the customer are being

pursued for the first time?

• Strategy

– How much does the opportunity cause a departure from the

current business strategy?
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Sustaining and Strategic Innovation Each Require Their Own 

Innovation System, Defined Along Five Dimensions
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Innovation System Comparison

System 
Dimension Sustaining Innovation Strategic Innovation

Strategy
Support the core business with continuous 

improvements to its current offerings and 

business model.

Lead the company into the future by creating 

significantly new offerings, new businesses and 

new business models.

Operation
Process-centric stage-gate or waterfall new 

product development process.

Opportunity-centric agile test & learn process that 

measures progress as learning and utilizes 

experiments to test hypotheses.

Organization
Traditional marketing, engineering and 

operations functions.

Central innovation group independent to but 

integrated with the existing business units and 

formal networks inside/outside the company.

People
Lean toward core technology and core 

business expertise as well as an execution 

and efficiency mindset.

Lean toward polymaths and non-core expertise 

as well as an entrepreneurial and curious mindset.

Metrics
Pipeline revenue, profit and NPV; vitality 

index; time to market; actual vs plan.

TAM/SAM/SOM; tornado chart analysis; long-term 

shareholder/stakeholder value; new business 

formation; capability metrics.
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Innovation System Architecture for Sustaining and Strategic

› Business strategy

› Innovation strategy

Triage

Sustaining 
Opportunities

Strategic 
Opportunities

Strategic Inputs

• Business 

Transformation

› New Business
› Spin-Out

Collaboration Co-ExecutionCo-CreationCo-Discovery

› Futures

› Domains

Current 

Business

Idea 
Buffer

Idea Submission 

Portal

Crowdsource
Customer Input

Field research

Creation events

› Startup Ecosystem
› Scouting

› Ad-hoc, Emergent

› Top down
› R&D Development
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Idea Sourcing & Management

AccelerationIncubationDiscovery

Portfolio Design & Management

Selection Stage-Gate New Product Development

Sustaining

Strategic

Common
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The Sustaining System Employs a Stage-Gate* NPD Process
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https://innovationmanagement.se/2016/08/09/integrating-agile-with-stage-gate/


The Strategic Innovation System Is Built Around a D-I-A*

Opportunity Development Process
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*Grabbing Lightning

Gina O’Connor, Richard Leifer, Albert S. Paulson, Louis S. Peters, 2008

• progress based on learning vs

time-based task completion

• decision mechanisms to disrupt

experience-based instincts

• full 360° external ecosystem

input

• rigorous competition among

competing alternatives

• Hypothesis/assumption testing

and experimentation

https://amazon.com/Grabbing-Lightning-Capability-Breakthrough-Innovation/dp/0787996645/ref=sr_1_1


In Summary…

• A sustaining innovation system is necessary for short-term survival

and should command a majority of most companies’ resources.

• However, a sustaining innovation system alone will not create

sustainable long-term growth or protect against disruption.

• A complementary strategic innovation system should be designed

and built to create long-term value and avoid disruption.

• The centerpiece of a strategic innovation system is the D-I-A

process, which is designed for high-uncertainty opportunities
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